Fourier wavelets from ultrasonic spectra: a new approach for detecting the onset of fouling during microfiltration of paper mill effluent.
Nondestructive (NDT) and noninvasive ultrasonic techniques have long been used to evaluate the properties and especially the thickness of thin layers. Here, we use this technique adding a new approach to investigate microfiltration of paper mill wastewater, which gives an unexpected sensitivity in the detection of membrane fouling. In situ ultrasonic reflections data can indicate an early fouling deposition at about 30 s after filtration starts, evident by an initial decline in permeate flux. By producing differential signals, obtained by comparing reference and testwaveforms, the fouling process can be detected and monitored. A linear relationship between fouling resistance and the amplitude of differential signals exists. In the case of fouling layer thickness, the resolution exceeds the theoretical limit of h/lambda +/- 0.25, where h is the layer thickness and lambda is the wavelength. When using differential signals, excellent results for thickness measurements were obtained, down to h/lambda = 0.04. Measurements on wavelet transforms support the findings and add quantitative information on other physical properties such as density and porosity of fouling layers and the fouling process. Measurement of early fouling allows (automated) remedial methods to be applied so as to maintain a high flux and therefore improve the filtration process.